RECOMMENDED
Stephen Kinzer, All Paleoanthropology buffs will enjoy these books. Klein's work races through the first 5.9 million years of prehistory to focus upon the vast speech gulf that evidently separated the Neanderthals from Cro Magnons. Much the same story is told in Tatte rsall's book, which begins with the "creative explosion" of the Upper Paleolithic era, considers ape intelligence, devotes two chap ters to earlier hominids, and concludes with a thoroughly enjoyable drubbing of evolu tionary psychology. Both Klein and Tattersall are "splitters" who believe that fossils with pronounced differences in shape should be classified as separate species (as opposed to "lumpers" who group fossils into few species and see most differences as variations within the same group). Both authors assign the Neanderthals to a separate species. Overall, Tattersall covers more ground, has more to say, and is less inclined to argue away incon venient dates. The author, an NAACP lawyer in the 1960s, has long been dissatisfied with the decision that mandated integration of the nation's public schools. Here he imagines a different Brown opinion: the Supreme Court upholds the old "separate but equal" standard but rigorously demands "equality." This, he argues, would have kept African-American students in well-functioning schools but would have required states to fund all schools equally. The students could then have reaped the benefits of same race education without the stigma and bigotry that de segregation nurtured. Such a system also would have enabled both blacks and whites to begin to dismantle the "silent covenants," or the real barriers to racial justice in our society: agreements unspoken but clearly understood, conver gences of powerful interests, (St. Martin's Griffin, 2004) . The publisher touts this book as "help for writers who can admit they have a prob lem." Its author, who has written 10 books ranging from technical guides to a novel, is a longtime technical/business writer who lives in Durham, N.C. The book offers a list of warning signs that could indicate that you suffer from malescribism, or addiction to bad writing. It goes on to identify common writing mis takes (wordiness, formality, incompleteness) and provides guidelines on how to fix them. 
